VitaMin
Vital health information in a minute
Is sitting the new smoking?
Just like quitting smoking can reduce your risk of chronic diseases, “quitting sitting” can also lengthen your lifespan.
Studies show that sitting for long periods of time can be associated with increased risk of disease, even if you
maintain a healthy weight and don’t smoke.1,2 Here are a few stats that may inspire you to stand up for your health.
Too much sitting behind a desk, in front of the TV or in
automobiles/trains/planes may increase your risk of heart
disease, obesity, diabetes, cancer and even early death.1

›

Grab a glass of water from the kitchen every couple
of hours – you’ll get your needed break and be on
your way toward eight glasses a day.

The risks vary for men and women. Women who sat for
over six hours a day had a 34 percent higher risk of
death compared with their peers who sit less than three
hours a day. For men, the increased risk was 17 percent.2

›

Challenge yourself during TV commercial breaks:
How many times can you get up off the couch, touch
your toes, sit down again (and repeat)?

›

On an airplane, take a bathroom break or two during
the flight.

The average American spends 7.7 hours per day
sitting down.3
An active couch potato is someone who gets the
recommended 30 minutes of exercise a day, but still
spends most of the day sitting down. In fact, one study
found that a half-hour of exercise per day isn’t enough
to undo the effects of hours of sitting.1

Get up, get moving
Incorporate movement into your workday and break up
long periods of sitting at home, too. Here are some tips
to help you get out of your chair:
Stand up and walk around when talking on the
phone – or schedule walking meetings.

›
›

Set calendar reminders to take a lap around your
office building or job site.

›

Position your wastebasket just out of reach so you
have to get up to throw things away.
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This is intended to be general health information and not medical advice or services. You should consult your doctor for
medical advice or services, including seeking advice prior to undertaking a new diet or exercise program.
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